
Zero visibility of email traffic to
your entire tenancy

No threat hunting ability -
leaves clients vulnerable

Rules and policies need to be
created client by client. Time
consuming

No global analytics or insights. 

No ability to centrally remove
threats from user mailboxes

Mesh centralizes email traffic logs for all of your clients in one place -
empowering MSPs to hunt for threats across the entire tenancy and
provides the ability to immediately remove threats found - with just two
clicks.

Within 60 seconds, you can scan for new threats across all of your clients,
remove any threats found from mailboxes, and deploy a custom rule to
prevent that same threat from reaching more of your clients - something
that is impossible with any other platform.

Deploy, Protect and Support Your Clients More Efficiently

The Mesh MSP Hub
Solution Brief

Why Legacy Platforms Are Unsuitable for MSPs
It's no secret that other email security platforms were built for end-
users - this is obvious from their marketing. In fact, most email
security platforms predate MSP. Retrofitted MSP portals added by
many providers are extremely limited and offer no real management
tools because the original design didn't include multi-tenancy.

In truth, these 'MSP Portals' are more suited to resellers than
Managed Service Providers.

How it Impacts Your Business and Your Clients
By having to make changes to settings, policies, and rules on a client
by client basis, countless hours are wasted due to the limitations of
the platform. More crucially, without a single location to view email
traffic for your entire tenancy, threat detection and incident response
is impossible - which can leave your clients vulnerable to attacks
you're already aware of.

Limitations With Existing Solutions

A Revolutionary Management Platform - The MSP Hub
Mesh was built from the ground up for Managed Service Providers,
providing you with a holistic view of email security for all your clients
from a single location - The Mesh MSP Hub. With an emphasis on
visibility, control, and automation, managing tens or hundreds of
clients is made easy.

Built (not adapted) For Managed Service Providers

Key Benefits

Protects against the full
spectrum of email based
threats and spam

Works with every mail platform
with flexible deployment options

Quick & Easy Roll-out

Helps with compliance
requirements

Simple admin and intuitive
end-user experience

Increases MSP efficiency and
profitability

$64,000

The average cost of
downtime following a
ransomware attack.

$21 Billion

Total losses globally from
Business Email
Compromise Scams.

83%

Of attacks on small
businesses are
financially motivated.

60%

of businesses close
permanently within 6
months of a cyber-attack

https://www.meshsecurity.io/business-email-compromise
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Free Trial

Multi-Site Threat Remediate Global Rules, Policies, Settings

Choose how you deploy with Mesh
Gateway (MX-based) or Mesh 365
(API-based) protecting your clients
from Advanced Threats.

Significantly reduce admin time
by deploying or updating policies,
rules, and settings centrally, for all
or selected clients.

Differentiate By Creating Unique Value
Your cybersecurity offering is one the most effective ways you can differentiate from your competition. While
competitors are reselling out-of-the-box email filtering you can deliver unrivalled detection and response capabilities.
Each time you respond to an attack on a user, your entire tenancy is better protected as a result. Email Security is now
a unique value add and your clients can't achieve this level of protection without you.

Features

Flexible Deployment Monthly Billing. Simplified

Super easy, subscription based
billing, that can scale up or down,
delivered in a single monthly
invoice. Cancel any time.

Globally Hunt Threats

Crucially improve your ability to
detect and respond by with the
ability to centrally search across all
clients in real-time for email threats.

Remediate threats found, from
multiple mailboxes across
multiple client sites - centrally,
with just two clicks.

Custom MSP Templates

Create your own custom templates
and enforce your default policies
applying to your clients
automatically upon deployment.

Brand & Customize

Get the recognition you deserve for
providing awesome service by
adding your company logo to the
portal, quarantine digests, and
email warning banners.

Global Analytics & Insights

Visibility over the number of
threats you've stopped globally,
your most targeted clients,
potential savings made and total
admin time.

Go-To Market Brandable Content

We enable you to sell Mesh with
branded and co-branded customer-
facing documents, email templates,
and onboarding guides to make
migrations seamless.

Create Unique Value

When you respond to an attack
on 1 user, every other user and
client you manage is immediately
safer. This is a uniquely valuable
layer of security that only you can
bring to your clients.

Set Your Own Margins

By bringing unique value and
better protection to your clients
and having the stats to prove it,
you determine how to price your
service. We are 100% channel and
don't publicize RRPs.

Built in Microsoft Azure

For maximum reliability and
scalability, all Mesh services are built
in Microsoft Azure Datacenters,
helping you to meet some of the
highest data center requirements
for compliance and redundancy. 
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ABOUT MESH
Mesh is the first email security platform purpose-built for Managed Service Providers, combining a
revolutionary multi-tenant management console (Mesh MSP Hub) with machine learning powered email
protection against the full spectrum of email attacks.

Learn more at
www.meshsecurity.io
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https://twitter.com/Mesh_Security
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mesh-security
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTU2fzeNlzy0vw9p7YKK0tQ
https://www.meshsecurity.io/free-trial
https://www.meshsecurity.io/

